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Building Citizen Engagement in Public Procurement 

1. Setting the Context 
 
Globally, public procurement has been identified as the government activity most 
vulnerable to corruption (see illustration below)1. As a major interface between the public 
and the private sectors, public procurement provides multiple opportunities for both public 
and private actors to divert public funds for private gain. Procurement of goods, works and 
other services by public bodies alone amounts on average to between 15% and 30% of 
Gross Domestic Product (GDP), in some countries even more. Few activities create greater 
temptations or offer more opportunities for corruption than public sector procurement. 
Damage from corruption is estimated at normally between 10% and 25%, and in some cases 
as high as 40 to 50%, of the contract value2. 
 

 
 

The situation regarding public procurement differs widely throughout the world, and in all 
countries involves a complicated set of regulations and practices. This makes the area more 
opaque and the challenge for building effective integrity systems even greater. Though 
procurement is often seen as a highly technical process, there are ample evidences now 
available on how opening up spaces for citizens to get engaged at the various stages of the 
procurement process.  

                                                           
1
 Integrity in Public Procurement: Good Practice from A to Z, OECD 2007 

2
 Handbook for Curbing Corruption in Public Procurement, Transparency International, 2006 
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2. The Procurement Supply Chain 
 

 
 
In each of these five stages, risks and scope for corrupt practices exist3: 
 

 
 
 
Needs Assessment 

 The investment or purchase is unnecessary. Demand is induced so that a 
particular company can make a deal but is of little or no value to the society. 

 The investment is economically unjustified or environmentally damaging. 

 Goods or services that are needed are overestimated to favour a particular 
provider. 

 Old political favours or kickbacks are paid by including in the budget a “tagged” 
contract (budget for a contract with a “certain”, pre arranged contractor). 

 Conflicts of interest (revolving doors) are left unmanaged and decision makers 
decide on the need for contracts that impact their old employers. 

Preparation Phase/ 
Process Design 

 Bidding documents or terms of reference are designed to favour a particular 
provider so that in fact, competition is not possible (or restricted). 

 Goods or services needed are over- or underestimated to favour a particular 
bidder. 

 Unnecessary complexity of bidding documents or terms of reference is used to 
create confusion to hide corrupt behaviour and make monitoring difficult.  

 Design consultants prepare a design that favours a particular bidder. 

Contract Selection 
& Award 

 Decision makers are biased (bribes, kickbacks, or conflicts of interest are 
involved). 

 Selection criteria are subjective in ways that allow biases to play a role and 
remain unattended. 

 An advantage to a particular bidder is granted through the exchange of 
confidential information before bid submission or during the clarification 
period. Clarifications are not shared with all the bidders. 

 Confidentiality is abused and extended beyond legally protected information 
making monitoring and control difficult. 

 The grounds for the selection of the winner are not made public (transparency 
of bid evaluation). 

Contract 
Implementation 

 Winning bidders/contractors compensate bribes and other extra payments 
with poor quality, defective or different specifications than those contracted. 
Faulty or sub-specification work execution, requiring early repairs or expensive 
correction. 

 Contract renegotiation or “change orders” introduce substantial changes to 
the contract, often in small increments that can be decided by site engineer. 

 Price increases during execution through “change orders” reflecting changes in 
specifications or cost increases, facilitated often by collusion between corrupt 
contractor and corrupt control official. 

 False or inexistent claims are filed. 

 Contract supervisors or monitors are “bought” or are not independent and 
willing to justify false or inexistent claims. 

 Contract renegotiation is allowed or performed introducing substantial 
changes that render the bidding process useless. 

Final Audit  Accountants doing final accounts and Auditors are biased or “bought” and 
willing to support false certificates. 

                                                           
3
 Handbook for Curbing Corruption in Public Procurement, Transparency International, 2006 
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3. Mapping the Procurement “Value Chain” for Strategizing 
Entry Points 
 
The procurement process in the public sector illustrates the potential complexity of the task 
at hand, and that of exploring how a strategy to initiate or scale up citizen engagement in 
procurement in a particular country can be formulated.  The chain starts with the decision 
to procure a good or service and ends with an audit (see Table 1).  As a procurement 
transaction goes through this chain, issues such as in what manner and at what level of 
government is the decision to procure made, when and how are resources allocated for the 
procurement to be funded, what rules govern the procurement award aspect of the 
process, the payment aspect, and is the procurement transaction audited are addressed.  
The answers to these questions will vary from country to country and across sectors and 
type of purchase within country.   
 
Moreover, decisions to procure need not be effected at the same government level where 
delivery is to be made.   A procurement process may be initiated at the national level and 
implemented at a specific locality.   Indeed delivery can be dispersed over an array of 
localities through a variety of public agencies.  Legislation can initiate a procurement 
process, a public agency in turn implements the decision to procure, and deliveries made at 
specific localities.  The procurement process itself, i.e. rules covering the procurement of 
goods and services, may be legislated or defined by regulation.  The amount of money 
involved, the sector, and the type of purchase will also be factors that determine what rules 
are applicable.   
 
Viewed as a chain of discrete but related steps, it is possible to identify how a procurement 
process can result in a final delivery of a good or service that deviates from its original 
intention.   Self-interest and not the common good can influence the whole or portions of 
the value chain.  Citizens or civil society organizations can participate in the process, for 
example by oversight of the bidding process, and the process can still fail to result in the 
desired social outcome because the design of the good or service to be acquired was flawed 
from the beginning, i.e. at the Decision to Procure stage, or the delivery ends up being 
below specifications.   The procurement process table provides as a perspective on the 
challenge of formulating a strategy to initiate and scale up citizen engagement in 
procurement. 
 
Table 2 shows examples that illustrate how the chain in Table A can be used to describe a 
procurement process.  A decision to procure may be made at the national level but 
implemented in a distant locality, as in the case of the Provincial Road, or by a consortium 
who acquired the rights to build a rail system from a third party, under a build, operate, and 
lease scheme.   Table B shows that a third party, the contractor, is “managing” the 
procurement process.  In the light rail example, the “procurer” is from the private sector, 
the government pays on pre-agreed payment terms based on resulting project cost.   
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TABLE 1: PROCUREMENT PROCESS “VALUE CHAIN” 

STEPS NATURE OF STEPS OCCURS  AT 

Decision to procure Involves needs assessment and evaluation of alternatives, identified 

needs of constituency matched with available alternatives.    

 National (legislation) 

 Sub-national (national agency decision) 

 Local government (province, district , city) 
Resource Allocation The decision to procure is subject to comparison with other demands 

on scarce resources.  Decision makers allocate these resources in a 

manner that serves the common good.  Resource limitations, 

competing priorities, and urgency affect feasibility of procurement, 

method, timing, and alternatives considered. 

 National (legislation or Presidential mandate) 

 Sub-national (to implement legislation or national 
agency decision); 

 Local government (province, district, city) 

Implementation of Procurement 

Process 

Rules and regulations are likely to be legislated and/or codified.  May 

be specific to sector, amount, and type of good or service. 

 National and sub-national awards. 

 Local governments award their own project decisions  

Implementation of Award Contractor undertakes delivery of goods or services as defined in 

contract.  This includes mid-course changes in how the award is to be 

implemented. 

Implementation varies: single projects occur in one geographic 

area, supervised by specific agencies; other projects may 

involve delivery at various localities but decision made at 

national or sub-national level 

Payments to Contractor Payment to contractor in accordance with awarded contract, 

including changes to terms of contract (change orders.) 

 Sub-national 

 Local government 

 (Note payments can occur during the implementation 
of the award.) 

Final audit The implementing agency and/or an institution such as a Commission 

on Audit may have responsibilities over this function. 

 National 

 Sub-national 

 Local 
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TABLE 2: EXAMPLES* 

STEPS Construction of a Provincial Road Construction of a light rail system 

Decision to procure A master plan indicated that a particular road connecting 

two communities should be upgraded (from a dirt path to 

asphalted road.  

By legislation, a transportation plan is established calling for, 

among others, a light rail system parallel to a major highway.  

This decision was made decades before rail system 

procurement process was initiated by implementing agency, 

the Department of Transportation  

Resource Allocation The contractor lobbied the national headquarters of the 

Department of Public Works to allocate funds for this 

road.  He then informed the Regional office that funds will 

be provided for the road upgrade. 

The decision was made that said light rail system would be 

narrow gauge (for commuters solely) and will be awarded on a 

Build-Lease-Transfer (BLT) arrangement.  It is not clear how the 

award was given, but the first awardee did not bid and were 

known to have ties with the then Secretary of Transportation.   

Implementation of 

Procurement Process 

The contractor is awarded the contract for the upgrade.  

No evidence of a bidding process or an attempt to meet 

procurement rules. 

The awardee proceeded sold the right to construct to a 

consortium, the second awardee.  Both were private 

companies.  The second awardee designed their own 

procurement rules. 

Implementation of Award The contractor proceeded to construct the road 

purchasing asphalt from a nearby government owned 

asphalt plant. 

The second awardee  in turn awarded the construction of the 

system to a group of companies and implemented the three-

year  project.  The quality of the work and changes to 

specifications, for example, location of stations, provision and 

location of escalators, grade of guideway, etc., were reviewed 

and approved by the Department of Transportation. 
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Payments to Contractor The contractor applied a third of the required asphalt for 

each segment of the road.  This was inspected and 

approved by Public works personnel, a precondition for 

payment.  In the purchase of asphalt, a similar pattern 

occurred, he would take delivery for three loads and be 

billed for one, again approved by government personnel 

in the asphalt plant. 

The second awardee used its capital and borrowed funds to pay 

for the construction of the rail system.  Payments for installing 

and ensuring that the system operated to specifications were 

through lease payments based on total project cost.  These 

lease payments resulted in a guaranteed return to second 

awardee.   Change orders approved by the Department of 

Transportation became part of project cost.   

Final audit In cases such as this, the Commission on Audit is 

responsible for reviewing the contract and its 

implementation. 

The Commission on Audit is responsible for conducting audits 

of the contract and its implementation. 

 

* These examples are drawn from actual procurement transactions. 
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4. Demand for Good Governance: A Framework for Citizen 
Engagement 

 
 
Conceptually, DFGG refers to the extent and ability of citizens, civil society organizations, 
and other non-state actors to hold the state accountable and to make it responsive to their 
needs. And, in turn, DFGG enhances the capacity of the state to become transparent, 
accountable, and participatory in order to respond to these demands. Thus, DFGG works 
both at the “voice” and “response” end of the governance equation. There are four 
elements in the DFGG process4: 
 

MONITOR 

-Participatory 
monitoring

-Indept. budget analysis
-Formal oversight

PROMOTE 

-Disclosure, 
Demystification 
and 
Dissemination

-Collective Action

MEDIATE 

-Feedback
-Consultation

-Dispute resolution

DFGG

RESPOND

-Service delivery 
innovations

-Performance rewards
-Participatory action 

plans 

 
 

1. Promotion of demand.  The ability of citizens, civil society, and other non-state actors to 
demand better governance depends on their access to information, and the degree to 
which they can act effectively on this information. Thus, DFGG depends on the 
following:  
 

(a) Disclosure of information – the level of transparency of the government (regarding 

budgets, expenditures, programs, etc.);  

(b) Demystification of information – strengthening the level of awareness and 

understanding of citizens (on laws, rights, budgets, policies, etc.); and  

                                                           
4
 Adapted from “The Cambodia Demand for Good Governance Project: An Updated Storyline”, accessed at 

http://www.interior.gov.kh/uploads/dfgg_lot_b_storyline.pdf  

http://www.interior.gov.kh/uploads/dfgg_lot_b_storyline.pdf
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(c) Dissemination of information – spreading information (related to governance issues, 

processes, finances, laws, etc) to the ordinary public.  

In promoting demand, these three “Ds” should be followed by a “C” – collective action – 
which would encompass mobilizing broader action and advocacy around this 
information. Accordingly, initiatives such as freedom of information, awareness 
campaigns, rights education, and media programs that promote demand are the first 
element of DFGG. 
 

2. Mediation of demand. While mobilizing demand through advocacy and information 
dissemination are important, these elements only become effective through mediation 
and institutionalized feedback to the state. Thus, strengthening DFGG also involves (a) 
creation and strengthening of avenues for feedback of citizens and civil society to public 
officials; (b) encouraging consultation of these actors in decision making and public 
actions of executive agencies; as well as (c) formal and informal mechanisms for dispute 
resolution through initiatives such as interface meetings between citizens and public 
officials, grievance redress, and ombudsmen. 

 
 
3. Response to demand. After mediation comes response, without which demand alone 

would remain powerless and non-credible and result in unmet expectations. Thus, 
institutionalizing DFGG includes developing programs and initiatives within the executive 
that respond to demand either through (a) innovations in service delivery, (b) response-
based performance incentives, or (c) participatory action planning. 
 

4. Monitoring to inform demand. Finally, the process of regular monitoring and oversight 
of the public sector by non-executive actors, such as the parliament, the media, and civil 
society, could take the form of (a) participatory monitoring (using citizen feedback 
surveys of government performance, social audits, media investigations, etc.); (b) 
independent budget and policy analysis; and (c) formal oversight mechanisms 
(parliamentary committees, vigilance commissions, etc.). These generate key 
information for the executive, civil society, and ordinary citizens which feeds back into 
the process of promoting DFGG – thus completing as well as continuing the cycle. 

 
Some illustrations... 

 
Approach Examples 

Promotion Raising awareness – Information & Education 
Campaigns 

Mediation Public Hearings, Helplines, Grievance Monitoring 
by local (community) panels 

Response Promoting / Sustaining participatory forums, 
Creative Compacts like Integrity Pacts 

Monitoring Participatory Expenditure Tracking Studies 
(PETS), Social Audits, Citizen Report Cards, 
Community Score Cards. 
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5. Promoting Citizen Engagement in Procurement in South Asia 
 
The Affiliated Network for Social Accountability (ANSA – South Asia Region & Global), hosted 
by the Institute of Governance Studies, located within the BRAC University in Dhaka is an 
initiative to promote, strengthen and sustain social accountability knowledge and praxis 
regionally in south Asia and globally. Apart from South Asia, there are two other regional 
ANSA hubs – Africa (hosted by IDASA, Durban), and East Asia (hosted by Ateneo School of 
Government, Manila) as well as a Global ANSA.  Building citizen engagement in public 
procurement is one of the thrust areas for ANSA in the next 3 years. In specific terms, the 
following will be the key strategies that ANSA will pursue: 
 
 Advancing the knowledge in themes related to procurement (Case Studies, Fellowships). 

The emphasis here will be to commission research and documentation interventions to 
deepen our understanding of procurement processes, assess vulnerabilities and risks, 
and identify enabling environments and practices.  

 Promoting practices (Grants for Action Projects). There is a steady groundswell of 
interest among citizen groups to engage proactively in the procurement process. ANSA 
will provide project Grants to support promising initiatives.  

 Facilitating learnings (Workshops). ANSA will create learning forums and events to 
facilitate peer to peer exchanges and sharing of experiences in the region.  

 Strengthening Community of Practices (Seeding Forums). ANSA will build and sustain 
communities of practices and practitioners in South Asia to deepen and widen citizen 
engagement activities in public procurement process.  
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